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Abstract
Infertility in recent years is a growing public health issue throughout the developed
world. Assisted reproductive techniques, especially in vitro fertilization, have the poten‐
tial to partially overcome the low natural reproductive ratio. Nowadays, single embryo
transfer gains grounds in clinical practice, urging the development of more reliable
methods for selecting the best embryo. In the traditional clinical practice, embryos are
selected for transfer based on morphological evaluation. In vitro culturing of embryos
also provides a very important material for further non‐invasive evaluation by means of
examining a biomarker in the spent culture medium (SEC). Current measure methods
concentrate on the metabolomic activity of the developing embryos none compounds.
These studies are mainly utilizing the tools of modern analytics and proteomics. In a
paper published by Montskó et al. in 2015, the alpha‐1 chain of the human haptoglobin
molecule was described as a quantitative biomarker of embryo viability. In a series of
retrospective, blind experiments achieved more than 50% success rate. This chapter sum‐
marizes the currently available metabolomic and proteomic approaches as the non‐inva‐
sive molecular assessment of embryo viability.
Keywords: in vitro fertilization, embryo viability, non‐invasive analysis, proteomics,
mass spectrometry, haptoglobin alpha‐1 chain

1. Introduction
Nowadays, infertility is a major public health issue affecting couples in the developed world.
With the widespread use of assisted reproductive techniques (ARTs), especially in vitro fertiliza‐
tion (IVF), there are more and more pregnancies conceived. Currently, approximately 3–4% of
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all deliveries are IVF pregnancy and this number continues increasing. Availability of ART is a
very relevant topic. The cultural and legal conditions, insurance/public funding systems and
structure of data collection can influence not only the amount of treatment cycles per inhabitant
but also success rates. The Assisted Reproductive Technology National Summary Report of the
USA showed a total of 142.000 IVF cycles in 2007 [1], while the most current results in 2014 was
208.604 cycles [2]. The type of ART cycle applied (non‐donor or donor egg cycle) is highly var‐
ied based on the woman’s age. The women younger than 35 years of age often used their own
eggs (non‐donor) in the majority of cases and just about 4% used donor eggs. However, 38% of
women aged 43–44 and 73% of women older than 44 needed to use donor eggs [2]. Similar to
the USA, the numbers of ART cycles in Europe show a growing tendency. In 2007, the reported
number [3] of treatment cycles was 493.134, while the latest available report describes 640.144
cycles in 2012 [4]. Among the 452.578 fresh cycles reported in 2012, the fraction of IVF and intra‐
cytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) was 139.978 (31%) and 312.600 (69%), respectively [4]. Despite
evolving microsurgical technologies—such as ICSI and some new embryo culturing materials—
the rate of successful delivery is far below expectations. In the European IVF monitoring report
published in 2016 [4], this rate was 27.8‐33.8% depending on the technique of the cycles.
Successful implantation is a complex and bilateral process that requires the selection of a viable
embryo and the effective interaction with a receptive endometrium. It is highly unlikely, how‐
ever, that for the low delivery rate following IVF only maternal reasons would be responsible. In
Europe, the total proportion of single embryo transfers (SETs) was 30%. Double embryo transfers
occurred in 55% of the cycles, triple embryo transfers were reported in 13% and four or more
embryos were transferred in 1% of the cycles. The highest proportions of SETs in 2012 were found
in Sweden (76.3%), Finland (75.0%), Norway (60.8%), Belgium (51.1%), Iceland (49.4%), the Czech
Republic (47.4%), Austria (46.5%) and Denmark (46.4%) [4]. Nowadays, SET gains grounds in
clinical practice. The adoption of an elective SET policy is spreading, urging the development of a
reliable method for selecting the most viable embryo, that is, the embryo with the best implanta‐
tion potential. In the traditional clinical practice of ART, embryos are selected for transfer based
on non‐invasive morphological evaluation. Several new morphological parameters such as the
cleavage rate, blastomere shape and symmetry, and the presence of an adequate trophectoderm
layer (TL) or an inner cell mass (ICM) are considered as indicators of implantation potency.

2. Embryo morphology
The most obvious approach for the viability assessment of in vitro fertilized embryos is the
visual inspection using microscopy. The main reason is the use of any invasive technique such
as genetic screening following on‐cell embryo biopsy may raise a series of ethical questions.
One must not forget that any impact, which affects the embryo during the first days of devel‐
opment, might have undesired late consequences. The choice of morphological parameter
depends partly on the time spent after fertilization.
On the first day of development, the morphology of the two pronuclei (the interphase zygotic
nuclei) can be graded at 1‐cell stage zygotes. Zygote has two pronuclei as the female from
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the oocyte and the male one from the spermium. Until the end of the interphase of the first
embryonic cell cycle, the two pronuclei remain separated. Though on the first day of in vitro
embryonic development, nucleoli screening is reported to be predictive of pregnancy rate,
there are still some disagreements about the usefulness of this morphological marker [5].
The time point of the breakdown of the pronuclear membranes or the time of the first cleav‐
age following fertilization is considered as an indicator of reproductive potential of embryos.
Fancsovits et al. reported the relationship of the time point of the pronuclear breakdown with
clinical pregnancy and implantation rates. The earliest pronuclear breakdown was at 18 hours
after fertilization and the latest time was 31 hours post‐insemination. Transferring embryos
with the early pronuclear breakdown resulted in a significantly higher clinical pregnancy rate
(48.3 vs. 27.3%) and the implantation rates (26.5 vs. 15.1%) [6].
On the second and other later days, the blastomere size, cleavage rate, and pattern of the
developing embryo may be evaluated. The best quality embryos supposed to have developed
to the four to five blastomere stage on day 2 and have seven or more blastomeres on the third
day [5]. Along the number of blastomers, the symmetry of the cleavage is also considered
as an indicator of embryo quality. The embryos with symmetric cleavage patterns have a
tendency for significantly higher implantation than asymmetric blastomeric shape. Thus, the
acceptable cleavage pattern can also be a predictor of implantation outcome [7].
Another important morphological parameter is the grade of fragmentation at the early embry‐
onic development. Cytoplasmic fragments can be found in any human embryo irrespective
whether they were fertilized in vitro or in vivo. The amounts of fragments vary highly, ranging
from a few small fragments to a notably high extent of fragmentation involving even blasto‐
mere number loss in early cleavage stage embryos. The degree of fragmentation is widely
used as an indicator of embryo quality and a predictor of implantation potential. Extensive
fragmentation is commonly associated with reduced blastocyst formation and implantation
potential. If the degree of fragmentation is below 15%, it seems no effect on blastocyst forma‐
tion, but more that 15% fragmentation will quickly declines blastocyst formation [8].
The morphological scoring of embryos on 5 and 6 days is also possible by the populations of
inner cells (inner cell mass precursors) and outer cells (trophoblast precursors) segregating
at about 16‐cell stage [9]. An appropriate quality blastocyst has a blastocoel, a trophectoderm
layer (TE) and an inner cell mass (ICM). Therefore, the examination of the cell number or the
area covered by these cells might be an important factor correlating with embryo viability [5].
It can be seen even on these highlighted examples that there are several options to study the
morphology of in vitro fertilized embryos and to use these observations to predict implantation
potential. It is advised not to select a single parameter, the combination of more than one serves
as a better option. The full history of embryo development combining grading of zygotes, cleav‐
age stages and if possible, blastocysts is required to maximize the reliability [5]. Morphological
evaluation is an inexpensive method which can be easily implemented in the clinical environ‐
ment. The biggest drawback of morphological evaluation is that it is a highly subjective method.
Therefore, there was a need to form a consensus on these parameters, namely which morpho‐
logical markers need to be used, what is the weighing of these parameters in the final score, and
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a scale on which all individual parameters are graded. An international consensus was created
in 2011 by the Alpha Scientists in Reproductive Medicine and the European Society of Human
Reproduction and Embryology (ESHRE) Special Interest Group of Embryology, based on sev‐
eral morphology markers in different stages of development. The result of this agreement is
known as the Istanbul Consensus scoring system. It was expected that standardization of labo‐
ratory practice related to embryo morphology assessment will result in more effective com‐
parisons of treatment outcomes worldwide. The document set by the Alpha Scientists group
intended to refer as a global standardized consensus for the accurate description of embryo
development [10]. The scoring system is composed of several morphological aspects and also
considers time spent after fertilization. Nowadays, the guideline sets here serve as the accepted
methodology of viability assessment of in vitro fertilized embryos.

3. Analysis of the embryo culture medium
Because of ethical reasons, a huge effort is made to find ways of non‐invasive viability assess‐
ment. The most obvious approach is to study the metabolomic activity of the embryo through
the analysis of secreted compounds or by studying the alterations made by the embryo within
the culture medium. Due to the importance of the surrounding environment of the embryo
and the goal of single embryo transfer concept, and the maintenance of acceptable pregnancy
rates, selecting the most optimal culture medium is a crucial point.
First human embryos were cultured in simple salt solutions or in more complex media originally
designed for tissue culturing. These early media consisted of physiological salt solutions with
added glucose, pyruvate and lactate, and was also supplemented with the patient’s serum. Later,
it was also revealed that the addition of amino acids to the culture medium increases reproduc‐
tive potential. Research papers described in both animal and human models that the introduc‐
tion of amino acids has a positive effect on embryo development and increases viability [11].
Using the experiences published in the literature, several clinics started to develop ‘in‐house’
embryo culturing media, but this way the standardization of culturing circumstances is not
an easy task [11]. Therefore, shortly, commercially produced media specifically designed for
use in clinical IVF applications was developed satisfying the growing needs. These media are
aseptically produced in a specialized factory under standardized conditions, regulations and
quality control, and therefore an attractive alternative of ‘in‐house’ embryo culturing media.
Nowadays, two types of media exist: sequential culture systems and monoculture systems.
Monoculture systems use a single medium composition to support zygote development to the
blastocyst stage. The limitation of monoculture systems is that they do not adapt to the alter‐
ing biochemical needs of the embryo during its development. A medium composition suit‐
able for early cleavage state embryos might not be optimal for the blastocyst stage embryos.
Therefore, the majority of IVF clinics use sequential culture systems. It has been determined
that conditions that support blastocyst development might inhibit the development of early
cleavage stage embryos. If the practice of the clinic covers blastocyst transfer, the sequential
medium is the best choice [11].
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A very important additive of any type of embryo culturing medium is human serum albumin,
which is the most abundant soluble protein constituent of blood described with several physi‐
ological roles. In culture medium, albumin serves as pH buffer, an osmotic regulator, mem‐
brane stabilizator, a surfactant and a scavenger of metals or toxic substances. Earlier, albumin
supplementation was done using human or maternal serum but it has now shifted towards
the use of purified albumin products, mainly because of the risk of transferring infectious
diseases. With the use of purified albumin products this risk can be eliminated. However, the
batch‐to‐batch stability of different lots of albumin products is sometimes questionable. The
use of recombinant albumin might solve all the issues discussed above, but their use is not as
widespread as the use of purified albumin products [12].
When dealing with purified albumin products, one must consider that these products are
not a 100% pure. In Dyrlund et al.’s recent study [13], 110 proteins other than albumin were
identified in commercially available unconditioned culture media supplemented with puri‐
fied human serum albumin products. Probably it is not an issue in clinical practice since these
products have been proven themselves for decades. However, if we use the culture medium
as a material for research purpose, it is a very important question.
The measurement of the spent culture medium (SEC) may be served as an exceptional non‐
invasive alternative in the search of markers of embryo viability. In SEC, the interesting com‐
pounds can be divided into two major groups. One consists of compounds present in the
unconditioned medium and these compounds may be quantitatively altered by the devel‐
oping embryo (e.g. nutrients or peptide/protein compounds) [14]. The other group contains
embryo‐related molecules (e.g. proteins and metabolic end products) secreted by the embryo
into the surrounding medium. In order to analyse the secretome of the developing embryo,
especially the proteome, it has to be cleared which identified protein originates from the
embryo and which was present (or altered in concentration) in the unconditioned medium.

4. Metabolomic studies
The current goal of IVF is to reduce the number of transferred embryos in a single cycle, prefer‐
ably to only one. Therefore, there is an increasing need for new markers of viability. Numerous
factors have been identified as suitable markers of implantation potential, started by the mea‐
surement of glucose uptake rate or the determination of pyruvate concentration in the culture
medium. Papers reporting such applications in mouse and human models [15, 16] described
that blastocysts implanted and developed properly after transferring to the uterus had a sig‐
nificantly higher rate of glucose consumption in vitro than those that failed to implant. During
the in vitro development of human embryos, pyruvate and glucose uptakes were found to be
significantly higher by embryos forming normal blastocysts than embryos failing to develop
properly. In the first group, an average 22.1 pmol per embryo per hour glucose uptake was
recorded, while in the latter group this was only 10.2 pmol per embryo per hour. Comparison
of glucose uptakes with morphological embryo grading revealed that the highest glucose
uptake was seen in blastocysts of highest grade. Among blastocysts of the same grade from the
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same patient, there was a notable spread of glucose uptake, indicating that glucose consump‐
tion during in vitro development may report additional information on embryo viability. It is
also described that the measurement of glucose in the medium is more important than that of
pyruvate since pyruvate uptakes were similar irrespective of blastocyst grade.
Another option is the examination of amino acid turnover during the early embryonic devel‐
opment by analysing quantitative changes in the amino acid profile of the medium. Amino
acids have numerous biological functions during the early period of embryo development.
Houghton et al. [17] quantitatively analysed amino acid turnover using high‐performance
liquid chromatography of individual human embryos. Quantitatively different patterns of
amino acid utilization were found between embryos that went on to form a blastocyst and
those that failed to develop to blastocyst stage. In the group of normally developing embryos,
an increased consumption of leucine from the culture medium was determined. It was also
found that the profiles of alanine, arginine, glutamine, methionine, and asparagine predicted
developmental potential significantly. Brison et al. [18] revealed alterations in the amino acid
concentration of the medium of human zygotes cultured to the 2‐cell stage. The turnover of
three amino acids, that is, asparagine, glycine, and leucine, was found to be significantly asso‐
ciated with clinical pregnancy and live birth.
Not only selected metabolomic compounds can be examined, but also the analysis of the total
metabolome is possible. This area of metabolomic experiments examines the overall metabolic
content of the surrounding medium, rather than measuring known nutrients or metabolites.
Using analytical techniques such as Raman or near‐infrared (NIR) spectroscopy, it is possible
to obtain the whole spectral profile of the culture medium surrounding the embryo. It has
to be highlighted that it is not possible to identify specific components, it is only possible to
detect specific changes to the obtained spectrum. The potential advantage of this approach
is an overall analysis for the culture environment [19]. The concept is that after performing
spectroscopy at multiple wavelengths in the medium samples of embryos with different
implantation outcome, spectral alterations are searched for. These differences are calculated
into viability scores or indexes using mathematical algorithms. The observed alterations in
the spectra are due to differences in the amount of chemical groups which is a consequence
of the metabolic activity of the embryo. The methodology cannot identify the compounds
responsible for the spectral differences but indirectly reports information on the metabolomic
activity of the developing embryo. For example, if spectral signatures from the near‐infrared
show differences through the 750–950‐nm spectral region, it reports a change in the relative
amounts of –OH, –CH and –NH groups [20]. Both Raman and NIR spectroscopic analyses
of spent culture media of embryos with known implantation potential demonstrated signifi‐
cantly higher viability indices for embryos representing transfers resulting in clinical preg‐
nancy. When embryos with similar morphology were examined using infrared spectroscopy,
viability scores varied remarkably indicating that the analysis of the total metabolome also
reports additional information on embryo viability [19]. When calculated viability scores
were compared with live birth rates, it was found that embryos having viability scores <0.45
resulted in 19.4% live birth rate, while embryos having viability scores >0.578 resulted in 46.9%
live birth rate. This is a very important observation because it clearly indicates that non‐inva‐
sive metabolomic analysis of the medium of in vitro fertilized embryos has its place in the
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process of viability assessment. Probably a new and additional method cannot replace the
existing methodology. However, it can add some new information by identifying markers of
low implantation potential unnoticed by the morphological evaluation.

5. Proteomic studies
It is hypothesized that secretory compounds found in the culture medium might provide a
characteristic molecular fingerprint. This pattern informs us about embryo growth, devel‐
opmental competences, and implantation potential. With the emerging of sensitive and spe‐
cific new analytical techniques, it is possible to carry out a comprehensive analyses of the
surrounding environment of pre‐implantation embryos [21]. These molecular profiles are
supposed to utilize with high accuracy the differentiation of viable and non‐viable embryos
[22]. The identification of new biomarkers of the embryonic secretome can result in signifi‐
cant improvements in the efficiency of IVF cycles, increasing pregnancy rate per transfer and
decreasing the costs of the procedure. There is also a more subjective aspect of more reliable
viability assessment: the reduction of the patient’s emotional stress [23]. Biological functions
are often regulated or carried out by proteins, therefore to understand how a cell or in this
case a small population of cells function can be crucial. The analysis of the proteome reports
us how the embryo responds to external and also internal conditions. The analysis of the
embryonic protein production into the surrounding medium provides a new, molecular per‐
spective of the biochemical pathways activated during the early embryonic development [21].
The proteomic analysis of the embryonic secretome covers the use of the latest analytical
tools, very often mass spectrometry (MS) or liquid chromatography‐coupled mass spectrome‐
try (LC‐MS). MS is probably the most promising technique to study the embryonic secretome.
The standard proteomic approach involves separation of intact proteins using 2D gel electro‐
phoresis followed by immediate MS analysis or more likely by digestion and the analysis of
the resulting peptide profile. The LC‐MS analysis of tryptic digests of control and conditioned
embryo culture media, characterization of embryo‐related peptides and proteins is now also
possible. More recent advances like involving nano‐ultra‐high pressure chromatography
(nano‐UPLC) and label‐free quantification with mass spectrometry allows the use of mini‐
mal amounts of sample and the efficient identification of numerous peptides and proteins in
a single analytical run [24]. Matrix‐assisted laser‐desorption ionization‐time‐of‐flight mass
spectrometry (MALDI‐TOF) and surface‐enhanced laser‐desorption ionization‐time‐of‐flight
mass spectrometry (SELDI‐TOF) are also used to detect different proteins in embryo culture
media. SELDI‐TOF is a highly sensitive and more importantly a high‐throughput method for
proteomic analysis, especially for proteins having low molecular weight [21].
Candidates of markers of viability secreted by the embryo cover a broad range of molecules.
Sher et al. [25] used the soluble human leukocyte antigen G (sHLA‐G) as a predictor of implanta‐
tion and pregnancy rate. sHLA‐G was quantified using an immunoassay and two groups were
made according to the quantitative results. Embryos producing sHLA‐G above the geometric
mean were considered as sHLA‐G+ while the ones producing the antigen below the geometric
mean were considered as sHLA‐G−. In the previous group, significantly higher pregnancy and
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implantation rates were observed. In the sHLA‐G+ group, the pregnancy and implantation
rates were 75 and 44%, compared to 23 and 14% of the sHLA‐G− group, respectively.
The role of apolipoprotein A1 was also described in Ref. [26] after identification by gel elec‐
trophoresis followed by MALDI‐TOF MS. Quantification was also performed by ELISA and
by quantitative reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction of mRNA of apolipoprotein
A1. It was found that the level of apolipoprotein A1 correlates with blastocyst grade, but it
does not correlate with implantation and pregnancy rates. Contradictory to those findings,
Nyalwidhe et al. [22] used MS, Western‐blot, and ELISA to identify 14 differentially regulated
peptides that were then used to generate genetic algorithms being able to identify embryo
transfer cycles resulting in pregnancy and cycles with failed implantation. These genetic algo‐
rithms were able to recognize with 71–84% accuracy embryo transfer cycles, which resulted
in pregnancy. Several of the 14 peptides were identified as fragments of apolipoprotein A‐1,
showing reduced expression in media samples representing transfer cycles resulting in viable
pregnancies. McReynolds et al. reported an interesting approach based on proteomic analysis
[27]. Potential biomarker candidates were selected using an Linear Trap Quadropole‐Fourier
Transform (LTQ‐FT) ultra hybrid mass spectrometer operated in tandem mass spectromet‐
ric (MS/MS) mode. Using this proteomic platform, we identified lipocalin‐1 to be associated
with chromosome aneuploidy. The concentration of lipocalin‐1 was determined using a com‐
mercially available lipocalin‐1 ELISA kit. A clear discrimination of euploid and aneuploid
embryos may be determined based on change of lipocalin‐1 concentration in micro‐drops of
culture media. The lipocalin‐1 concentration from aneuploid blastocysts showed more signifi‐
cant increase than euploid blastocysts. Pooled micro‐drops of euploid embryos contained 3–4
ng/ml of lipocalin‐1, while aneuploid embryos contained this compound in a concentration of
6–7 ng/ml. When analysing individual micro‐drops of euploid and aneuploid embryos in the
spent culture media samples, the results were 4–5 vs. 5–6 ng/ml of lipocalin‐1, respectively.
These examples clearly indicate that the non‐invasive proteomic analysis of spent culture
medium samples has a great potential to determine embryo developmental potency. Thus,
this method can be integrated to the existing viability assessing concepts.

6. Viability assessment using quantitative determination of the
haptoglobin alpha‐1 chain
By LC‐MS analysis of spent culture medium samples incubated for 3 days, four different
polypeptides were detected and the mass spectra revealed that the monoisotopic masses of
the four molecules were 4787.4, 4464.6, 4622.4, and 9186.5 Da, respectively. These numbers
showed quantitative difference between the viable (successful pregnancy) and the non‐viable
(no pregnancy) embryo groups [28]. As the result of various proteomic and statistical consid‐
erations, the number of biomarker candidates was reduced to a 9186.5 Da polypeptide. The
respective mass spectrum is depicted in Figure 1.
Only this compound differed significantly in quantity between the viable and non‐viable
embryo groups (p = 0.005). Proteomic identification was carried out after digestion of the respec‐
tive chromatographic fraction. By database search using MS data and manual investigation of
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Figure 1. Mass spectrum of the haptoglobin alpha‐1 fragment. The horizontal axis represents the measured mass to
charge ratio values, displayed as m/z. Absolute peak intensity is shown on the vertical axis. The most intensive peak at
m/z 1149.6 corresponds to the [M+8H]8+ ion of the molecule. The peaks at m/z 1021.9 and m/z 1313.7 represent the [M +
9H]9+ and [M + 7H]7+ molecular ions, respectively.

sequence annotations of entries, the protein was identified as the alpha‐1 chain of human hap‐
toglobin. The alpha‐1 form of this subunit has a monoisotopic mass of 9186.4 Da. All enzymatic
fragments identified by tandem mass spectrometry correspond to this region of the haptoglobin
precursor protein.
In a set of blind and retrospective experiments including 161 haptoglobin alpha‐1 chain
measurements, 62 samples were found to be biochemically non‐viable and 99 samples were
biochemically viable. The biochemically non‐viable 62 embryos did not result in any suc‐
cessful baby delivery, while in the biochemically viable group showed 55% pregnancy rate
(Figure 2). This result revealed a significant difference between viable and non‐viable embryo
groups (p < 0.001) on the basis of the amount of the alpha‐1 chain. Moreover, we have found
a significant correlation (p < 0.001) between the amount of the peptide fragment and the preg‐
nancy outcome.
The probable source of human haptoglobin in the unconditioned medium is the protein con‐
tamination of various purified albumin products. The sources of the haptoglobin alpha‐1
chain in the culture medium are due to the reduction of the disulphide bonds connecting the
chains of the matured haptoglobin molecule. The explanation for the increased amount of
alpha‐1 chain in the samples of non‐viable embryos might be the fact that abnormally devel‐
oping or damaged embryos often show the characteristics of apoptosis in a larger extent than
normal embryos. Apoptosis later might be followed by secondary necrosis accompanied by
increased membrane permeability. We hypothesize that these processes might result in the
release of enzymes or other chemical factors from the cells of abnormally developing embryos
altering the chemical environment in the medium.
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Figure 2. Results of the blinded analysis of embryo culture medium after 3 days of incubation (n = 161). In the group
assessed as biochemically non‐viable, no pregnancy was found. Embryos assessed as biochemically viable, showed an
55% pregnancy rate.

7. Apoptosis during early embryonic development
Programmed cell death (PCD)—also called apoptosis—is a well‐known biological phenom‐
enon. It is characterized by cell membrane blebbing, chromatin condensation and DNA frag‐
mentation, involving several membrane receptors and the activation of signal transduction
pathways. Classic signs of apoptosis are cell shrinkage, nuclear condensation, and the forma‐
tion of vesicles called ‘apoptotic bodies’. The most significant biochemical event associated
with apoptosis is DNA fragmentation producing a specific gel electrophoresis picture called
the DNA ladder. Apoptosis in vivo occurs in every multicellular organism and is an essential
biological process [29].
Normal apoptosis in early embryos is crucial for proper development. In blastocysts, for exam‐
ple, both the inner cell mass and the trophectoderm layer undergo apoptosis [29]. Apoptosis
during the normal development of the pre‐implantation embryos has several functions. It is
hypothesized that the cell number in the inner mass of the blastocyst follows an equilibrium
and apoptosis helps to maintain cellular homeostasis. The other possible reason for PCD dur‐
ing early development is the elimination of cells with an abnormally altered genetic constitu‐
tion or cells having other abnormalities or inadequate developmental potential. For example,
within the inner cell mass, the appearance of aneuploid cells is well known. The markers of
apoptosis are also considered as additional features for oocyte and embryo quality assess‐
ment. Arrested embryos tend to have a high grade of apoptosis [30].
Apoptotic cells should be normally phagocytosed, however, if it is not possible they may
undergo secondary necrosis, which differs from apoptosis by an increase in membrane per‐
meability and excretion of cytosolic structures. These events are observed in a variety of
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different cell types [31]. The apoptotic program provides two alternative ways of cell elimina‐
tion. Early surface signals can allow scavenger phagocytes to recognize apoptotic cells and
remove them with a ‘silent’ elimination process. Secondary necrosis occurs in the absence of
scavenger cells leading to a final autolytic disintegration. These cells exhibit specific apoptotic
signs and also necrotic features, for example, the degradation of the cytoplasmic membrane.
Secondary necrosis might also occur in vivo accompanying several pathological cases when
functioning scavenger cells are not available [32]. In vitro apoptosis tends to proceed in a
similar way involving the activation of hydrolytic enzymes and a damage of the cytoplasmic
membrane, resulting in cell disruption. This process occurs if the removal of the apoptotic
cells or apoptotic bodies fails. The events described in the process of primary necrosis are
operating during secondary necrosis, too. The mechanism of cell death involves proteolysis
due to the activity of proteinases causing an additional release of cytosolic compounds [33].
Studies on animal models indicate that in vitro culturing increases PCD and that the compo‐
sition of the medium can affect the incidence of the process. The reason is that the culture
medium lacks some crucial maternal ‘survival’ factors [31]. We hypothesize that during the in
vitro culturing an increased PCD is observed, resulting in secondary necrosis because of the
absence of scavenging cells in the artificial in vitro environment. The described phenomenon
of haptoglobin cleavage might be a result of factors released from the embryonic cells due to
secondary necrosis and increased membrane permeability.

8. Concluding remarks
Our detailed study showed that the alpha‐1 chain of the human haptoglobin molecule may be
used as a biomarker to distinguish the in vitro culture embryo implantation ability, which yet
has not been proven earlier by others to be an indicator of embryo viability. The embryos diag‐
nosed as biochemically non‐viable did not lead to pregnancy at all. However, the embryos that
were classified as biochemically viable showed a 55% pregnancy rate, while the control only
showed the 30% pregnancy rate without the measurement of the haptoglobin alpha‐1 fragment.
The authors think that non‐invasive metabolomic and proteomic approaches might have a place
in the process of routine IVF but cannot substitute the process of morphological assessment. An
ideal practice of IVF might contain a step ruling out the morphologically worst embryos fol‐
lowed by a laboratory measurement of the haptoglobin alpha‐1 chain of media of the remaining
ones. The main disadvantage of this technique is the application of mass spectrometry in the
routine process of IVF, which requires an expensive laboratory background and is usually not
available in the reproductive units. The developing field of lab‐on‐a‐chip concept in combina‐
tion with already existing point‐of‐care medical instruments can be a possible end point [34].
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